Electronic locks

Electronic locks

for trailers and containers
An effective security system could reduce the risk of people
breaking into your vehicle and prevent cargo theft. Modern
electronic lock solutions don’t just equip your vehicle with
excellent security, but also offer real-time insight into your
cargo. You decide who has access to the cargo, when and
where. With an electronic lock it is even possible to block access
remotely. This helps meeting the security requirements of your
organization or your customers. All our electronic locks meet
the strickt requirements for a TAPA TSR certification.

SBS BDI electronic lock
With the SBS BDI electronic lock you provide your vehicle with excellent security. The logistics planning determines who may open
which locks, and when. You have the possibility to personalize access to the loading space or even to block it completely.
Because of this you can seamlessly integrate the lock into the security procedures of your organization or those of your customer.
The SBS BDI lock records when and by whom it is opened which
gives you always insight into who was responsible for the cargo.

Data downloader electronic lock
With the data downloader you can easily send electronic lock data
to a compatible Android device via Bluetooth connection. This data
is automatically uploaded into a secure database, where you can
view the cargo activity of all trips and generate activity reports.

SBS Hornet electronic trailer lock
The SBS Hornet is a locking system that does not reduce the loading capacity or insulation values of the trailer. A fully automatic
pneumatically operated lock fixed to the chassis of the trailer with
locking bolts in the bottom of
the door. You operate the electronic SBS Hornet lock with a
RFID transponder or a rolling pin
code. In addition, the lock can be
remotely blocked from a central
office. Geofencing is also possible. Which only allows trailer
doors to be opened at pre-defined places, such as at a customer’s premises or at customs.
SBS secured trailer solution
The SBS secured trailer solution is an advanced security system for
closed trailers, especially for valuable cargo. This trailer security
system is suitable for TAPA TSR certification and meets BAT security V1 and V2 requirements. The highest transport security requirements in the market. The SBS secured trailer solution consists
of electronic trailer locks, an access control system, burglar alarm
systems, GPS tracking equipment, cutting detection in the side
walls of the trailer and a monitoring portal. With the web portal
you monitor and control the telematics equipment remotely and
receive reports and alerts.

SBS Inlock electronic trailer lock
The SBS Inlock is the most advanced lock that we have and meets
the highest security requirements. The system comes with 2 pins
20 mm thick as standard: these lock pneumatically into the bottom
frame and the left-hand door. Thanks to the modular construction of
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The Inlock System

the main structure houses all electronic components,
control unit, rechargeable battery back-up and the
heavy-duty locking mechanism that controls up to 12
pins (each 20mm in diameter).

not limited to, remote lockdown capabilities.

The locking mechanism itself is controlled by a pneumatic cylinder that pushes the locking pins into the
vehicle architrave upon closure. The operation of the
locks is controlled via the sophisticated Maple IQ Access
Control platform, which allows operators to utilise RFID
transponders or secure PIN codes to unlock / lock the
vehicle load doors.
The IQ platform also offers complete transparency of
operation, providing detail of who accessed your vehicles, when and even where. Operators can also maintain
greater control over their fleet by setting parameters for
individual employee’s access.
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Each and every unit is fully built, tested and supplied
installation ready, for reliability and ease of fitting.

Inlock Pro casing

Fela Online Security Management Features
This system provides you with additional online data
tools, including;
• Door opened/closed
• PIN codes

SBS mobile E-trailerlock
The SBS E-trailerlock is a mobile lock that can be temporarily
mounted on a trailer when transporting valuable goods. The mobile E-trailerlock is equipped with a block lock containing a quality
cylinder of the Tokoz brand. In addition to securing the doors of
your trailer, the lock also allows you to monitor your cargo. Think
of current departure and arrival times, route deviations and route
updates. You will also receive a warning if someone tries to open
the lock, so that you can intervene in time.

SBS IQ tailgate protection
With the SBS IQ tailgate security you prevent thieves from opening
your tailgate. The tailgate security is a sealing and access control
system in one. The IQ tailgate security can be operated with an
RFID transponder or with secure pin codes. Once closed it is realy
closed. Every action is registered, so you always know when and by
whom the tailgate was opened. You can also personalize or block
access to the IQ tailgate security.

SBS E-containerlock
With this mobile e-container lock, you secure the doors of your
container against burglary, but you can also monitor the cargo in
real time. The E-containerlock tracking unit can easily be fitted over
the bars on the outside of your container, connected to the door
locking mechanism and secured by using a standard container pin
seal. This will stop any unauthorized person who tries to open the
doors to the container. When you link the E-containerlock to our
SBS Information System or your own portal, you can monitor the
container in real time.

SBS Mamba shutter door lock
The SBS Mamba is a mechanical lock with an electronic access control system, which is used to lock and seal the shutter door of your
trailer or container. The lock protects the door itself instead of the
hook of the door, as is often the case with other shutter door locks.
The lock can be opened via an app on your phone. Alternatively,
the lock can be equipped with a traditional padlock.

TAPA TSR certification
All of our SBS electronic locks can be
used to become TSR (level 1 or 2) certified. With a TAPA TSR certification,
you show that your cargo is properly
secured in the supply chain.
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